ENGLISH
Whatever topic you have a question about, you will use a search engine to find the answer! This
is what makes digital content creation more useful than ever. If you are a content specialist or
an expert in a particular field, and you want to see your content shared far and wide with as
many people as possible? UGCasper allows you to share your knowledge and expertise you
know in one of 7awi’s titles, so if you are a doctor, teacher, psychologist, nutritionist, or expert
in any academic field, register in UGCasper to start sharing your content.

What is UGCasper?
UGCasper is a platform that allows anyone who is an expert or specialist in any academic field
to share their content in any of 7awi’s websites where millions of people can read their articles.
Content creators can share their content through a specific tool, and they can have access to it
once they are accepted if they meet the conditions. Content creators must adhere to writing
content that is good, relevant, accurate, clear, and grammatically correct. Furthermore, articles
will be published under the names of the content creators once the content is approved.

How to register in UGCasper?

• Go to: UGCasper.7awi.com
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fill out the personal information needed for the registration process that includes:
First name
Surname
Username “It will appear under your articles”
Download a professional profile picture
Create a password
Write an academic/professional biography that describes your experience in the field you
are going to write about
Link your UGCasper account with your social media accounts so people can get to you easily
Once you have submitted your registration application, you will receive an email that
confirms your registration

Steps to publish articles through UGCasper
Once you get the acceptance email to become an author in UGCasper, you can start writing and
publishing by following these steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose a topic that you are familiar with and have good information about
Choose an attractive, informative, and meaningful title
Add the article to the specific area for it, and make sure it’s written in simple words
and mistake-free
Add high-resolution photos to your article, because a good image can enhance the
article
Choose the article category so 7awi’s team can send it to the right platform
Add a cover to the article

•
•

If there is a video, add its link in the specific area
Accept the terms and conditions after reading it, and then press send

Note that the article won’t get published after sending it immediately, but it has to be reviewed
by 7awi’s team, and you’ll receive an email when accepting and publishing it, and the email
might be in the Junk mail.

Terms and conditions to publish in UGCasper

• The writer must be familiar with the topic he will write about and collect his information
•
•
•
•

•

from valid and reliable scientific references to win the reader's trust.
The writer is allowed to share academic topics only.
content must be accurate, clear, and grammatically correct
Your personal information required while registering will remain strictly confidential.
Bio must be academic and describe your experience in the field you will write about, not
your personal information.
The content you write will not immediately be published once you press send, while it must
get approval from 7awi’s team.

What is the benefit of publishing articles in UGCasper?
Publishing your articles in UGCasper will give it a golden chance to go live in one of 7awi's blogs,
where millions of people can reach it! Accordingly, you will have a valuable opportunity to scale
up your work and gain the reader's trust in your field of work.

Tips to write digital content

• Write about trending topics and the Once that has a high search volume, and you can get
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

help from google and social media groups.
Use your own words and avoid plagiarism.
It is better to build a structure for the article before you start writing.
Try to provide the reader with creative and unique content to attract more visitors to your
article.
The title should be attractive, informative, and meaningful.
Use simple words since you are writing to people of different age groups.
Proofread and edit your content to avoid typos and grammar mistakes
Proofreading, revising, & editing the content is necessary to avoid typos and grammatical
errors.

If you would like to see a sample of an article that was published by UGCasper check this article
Lara’s Colorful Greek Salad.

